**TIME’S UP**

Laboratory for the Construction of Experimental Situations

**Selection public Appearances**

**2017**

- **SUBOTRON arcademy: All The World’s a MUD - Discussion, Vienna (AT), December 2017**
- **Participatory & Preferable - Talk, Dubai (UAE), December 2017**
- **The Craft of Experience Design - Symposium, Den Hague (NL), October 17**
- **Turnton Docklands - Exhibition Lentos, Linz (AT), September, October 17**
- **Tales of Resilience // Echoes - Exhibiton, Ebensee (AT), June 17**
- **An archive of the harvested Futures - Exhibition, Rabat (MT), May, June 17**
- **Tasting Tomorrow: Scenario Development - Futuring Exercise 03.02, Valetta (MT), April 17**
- **Tasting Tomorrow: Fieldwork - Futuring Exercise 03, Delimara (MT), March 17**
- **Panel for Future Special Programmes of the EU - Futuring Exercise 02, Valetta (MT), Feb. 17**
- **Exploring a Post-Citizenship Future - Futuring Exercise 01, Malta, (MT), February 17**

**2016**

- **Futuring Overtures - Display, Exhibition, Kalkara (MT), December 2016**
- **Futuring Overtures - Workshop, Malta & Gozo (MT), November 2016**
- **Mind the Map - Exhibition, San Vito (IT), November 2016 - January 2017**
- **Physical Narrative Prototyping - Workshop, Pardubice (CZ), November 2016**
- **Changing Weathers - Panel, Riga (LV), Oct 16**
- **Turnton - a small city on the sea - Exhibition, Riga (LV), Sep - Oct 16**
- **Walking Concert #21: Dr. Didi - Event, Linz (AT), September 16**
- **Mind The Map - Videoscreening, Linz (AT), September 16**
- **Changing Weathers - Research Transiencies, Europe wide, June 16**
- **Robotics Workshop '16, Linz (AT), June 16**
- **Re-enact Bruegel - Lecture, Linz (AT), April 16**
- **Trade, Water and Transport - Event, Linz (AT), April 16**
- **"How To" - Physical Narrative - Lecture, Prag (CZ), Mar 16**
- **Mind the Map - Physical Narrative - Exhibition, Prag (CZ), Mar - Apr 16**
- **Changing Weathers - Research Transiencies - Europe wide, February 16**
- **Tales of Resilience - Physical Narrative - Exhibition, Vienna (AT), Jan - Feb 16**

**2015**

- **Lucid Dream Scope - Physical Narrative - Exhibition, Kopenhagen (DK), Dez 15**
- **Lucid Peninsula - Physical Narrative - Exhibition, Vienna (AT), Oct 15**
- **Mind the Map - Physical Narrative - Exhibition, Nantes (FR), Sep - Oct 15**
- **Unattended Luggage - Physical Narrative - Exhibition, Vienna (AT), Sep - Oct 15**
- **Future Fabulators - Closing Event, Linz (AT), Jun 15**
- **Mind the Map - pre-Exhibition, Linz (AT), Jun 15**
- **Lucid Peninsula - Creativity & Cognition Exhibiton, Glasgow (UK), Jun 15**
- **Re/Calling Siachilaba - Exhibition - Deutschvillla, Strobi (AT), Jun 15**
- **Possible Futures of Migration - Scenario Session, Linz (AT), May 15**
- **Changing Weathers - kick off meeting & Workshop, Trnovski Gozd Plateau (SI) Mar 15**
- **Talk at UTS Interactivation Studio, Sydney (AUS), Feb 15**
- **Floating Village - Exhibition, Linz (AT), Jan 15**
- **Re/Calling Siachilaba - Paneldiscussion, Linz (AT), Jan 15**

**2014**

- **Narrative Strategies, Symposium, Funchal (PT), Nov 14**
- **Lucid Peninsula - Physical Narrative - Exhibition, Cluj (RO), Oct 14**
- **Tales Of Resilience - Exhibition, Linz (AT), Sep 14**
- **Lucid Peninsula - Physical Narrative - Exhibition, Hainburg (AT), Sep 14**
- **Tales Of Resilience - Exhibition, Viktring (AT), Jul / Aug 14**
- **Tales Of Resilience // Hope Masi Ike - Exhibition & Concert, Linz (AT), Jul 14**
- **X-Factor Futures, Workshop, Porto (PT), Jun 14**
- **Law and Lore of the Sea, Symposium, Linz (AT), Jun 14**
- **Lucid Dreaming - Storyworld, Scenario Planning Workshop, Linz (AT), Jun 14**
- **"Futurish" - Publication, Jun 14**
- **Robotic Workshop - "Time’s Up Sharing the Fun of Doing", Linz (AT), May-Jun 14**
- **Data Ecologies 14 - Symposium, Linz (AT), May 14**
- **Tales of Resilience - Exhibition, Harare (ZW), May 14**
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• Tales of Resilience - Workshop, Siachilaba/Binga (ZW), Apr 14
• Future Lunchbox - Panel discussion, Linz (AT), Mar, May, Jun 14

2013
• Future Forecast - Scenario Planning Workshop, Cluj (RO), Nov 13
• Future Fabulators, Scenario Planning Workshop, Linz (AT), Oct 13
• Practical Utopias, Workshop, Brioni islands (HR) Sep 13
• Resilience-Exhibition, 7th Triennial of Contemporary Art in Slovenia, Ljubljana (SLO), June-Sep 13
• PARN - Publication, Jun 13
• Are These Berries Mine, Talk @ Pixelache Festival, Helsinki (FIN), May 13
• Notational Resume - PARN, Closing Event, Linz (AT), April 13
• Robotic Workshop - Notating Machines, Linz (AT), April-May 13
• Hotel Resilients, Exhibition, Brussels (BE), March 13
• PCB - Prototyping, Workshop, Linz (AT), Jan 13

• Flotilla, Resilient / Pre-enactment, Brussels (BE), Dec 12
• Narrative Strategies, Symposium, Funchal (PT), Dec 12
• NonGreenGardening - Harvest Party; Linz (AT), Oct 12
• Unattended Luggage - Physical Narration; Linz (AT), Dec 12
• "On Turtles and Dragons", Publication, Sep 12
• Data Ecologies - Book Sprint - Workshop, Linz (AT), Sep 12
• DEVO - No Satisfaction, music-lecture, Linz (AT), Aug 12
• Robotic Workshop, Linz (AT), Jun 12
• Data Ecologies 12 - Symposium, The Map and the Territories, Linz (AT), Jun 12
• Control of the Commons - Exhibition; Brussels (BE), Jun 12
• Control of the Commons - Boattrip 03; Belgian Canals (EUR), Jun 12
• Unattended Luggage - Physical Narration; New York (USA), May-Aug 12
• Sensing Resilience - Workshop; Linz (AT), May 12
• NonGreenGardening - Workshop 02; Linz (AT), May 12
• Control of the Commons - Boattrip 02; Donau (EUR), Mar 12
• PARN Act Otherwise - Conference; Brighton (UK), Mar 12
• NonGreenGardening - Workshop 01; Linz (AT), Mar 12
• Control of the Commons - Boattrip 01; Murray River (AUS), FEB 12

2011
• Im Tresor, der Schein trägt - Physical Narration; Wels (AT), Nov - Dec 11
• The Kitchen - Physical Narration; Hongkong (CN), Nov 11
• Time's Up - Open Lab; Linz (AT), Oct 11
• Improving Reality Conference - Lecture; Brighton (UK), Sep 11
• Stored in a Bank Vault - Physical Narration; Brighton (UK), Sep - Oct 11
• Control of the Commons - Propel your own Vessel - Workshop; Linz (AT), Aug 11
• BoatMania.2 - cinematic / culinary evening; Linz (AT), Aug 11
• Control of the Commons - Build your own Vessel - Workshop; Linz (AT), Aug 11
• Narrative Space for Math Motivations - Lecture; University of Coimbra (PT), Jul 11
• Mathematical Arts - Guidance through the worlds of maths and textiles - Brussels (BE), Jul 11
• Im Garten / In the Garden - Exhibition - Nordico Linz (AT), May - Oct 11
• Scriped Exploration of Water Machines - Presentation; Linz (AT), Apr 11
• Water as Medium - Workshop; Linz (AT), Apr 11
• Pachube Internet of Things - Hackathon; Linz (AT), Apr 11
• TUART - Australasian Regional Tour 2011 - Workshops & Lectures;
  Sydney, Adelaide und Perth (AUS) + Shanghai & Hong Kong (CN), Jan-Mar 11

2010
• Hyperbolic Pong - Interactive Interface, Linz (AT), Nov 10
• 20 Seconds into the Future - physical Narration, Linz (AT), Nov 10
• BoatMania - cinematic / culinary evening; Linz (AT), Oct 10
• Workingman’s Dead - Lecture, Linz (AT), Aug 10
• Aesthetic and mathematical research - lecture, Pecs (HU), Jul 10
• Research modalities: for, with and in Experimental Situations - lecture, Dublin (IR), Jul 10
• Compendulum - interactive installation; WAFER- Festival, Waterford (IR), Jul 10
• It's not easy being green - exhibition; Mürzzuschlag (AT), Jun - Aug 10
• Living with the Machine - Workshop series, University for applied Art, Vienna (AT), May 10
• \( e = \frac{1}{2} mv^2 \) - Workshop, Art University Linz, Apr / May 10

2009

• Living with Systems - lecture, Vienna (AT), Dec 09
• Data Ecologies 09 - symposium, Money & Value, Brussels (BE), 31. Oct 09
• Narrative Strategies - seminar, Oslo (NO), 13. - 15. Oct 09
• Black Box Sessions - Architekturforum, Linz (AT), 29. Sep - 31. Oct 09
• Domestic Bliss - physical narration - installation, Linz (AT), Jul - Sept 09
• MayHEM, Festival & Eventhacking, Linz (AT), Apr - May 09
• Workshop sound devices and machine composition with Staalplaat, Linz (AT), May 09
• Workshop - PDA iPod hacking at the Linux Weeks, Linz (AT), Apr 09
• Workshop robotics & machine music for Interface Cultures - Art University Linz, (AT), Apr 09
• Luminous Green, Presentation, Transmediale, Berlin (DE), Jan 09
• Dorkbot, Linz (AT), Feb 09

2008

• TwixTVille-VerflixtVille, Presentation, Linz (AT), Nov 08
• Time's Up - The Laboratory, lecture, Kiberpipa, Ljubljana (SLO), Nov 08
• Augmented Maze, Public Experiment, HAPIo8, Ljubljana (SLO), Nov 08
• Luminous Green, Workshop with gRig (EU-Partnerinnen), Linz, (AT) Oct 08
• Know the Ropes, Party , Linz, (AT), Sep 08
• Narrative Strategies, symposium, Linz (AT), Jun 08
• Public Experiment, Workshop-Presentationen, Linz, (AT), Jun 08
• Let's put the future behind us. Workshop, Linz (AT), May / Jun 08
• Construction of Experimental Situations - lecture, Donauuniversität Krems, (AT) May 08
• acoustic tidbits; music-event, Hafenkantine Linz, (AT), May 08
• RagTag, Video and Movie sites - Workshop, Interactive Institute; Stockholm (SE), Feb 08
• Construction of Experimental Situations - lecture, FHS Hagenberg, (AT), Jan 08

2007

• gRig, Developer Meeting, Foam; Brussels (BE), Nov 07
• Construction of Experimental Situations - lecture, LB-Institut; Linz (AT), Nov 07
• Zwei Schläger und ein Ball - exhibition Pong Mythos; Bern (CH), Aug - Sep 07
• We can go on forever - themeorientated party, Linz (AT), Aug 07
• BodyMedia / GraviTron - Interactive Installation, Shanghai (CN), Jul - Aug 07
• gRig - Developer Meeting, Linz (AT), Jul 07
• Data Ecologies III - symposium, correlations of datasystems, Linz (AT), Jul 07
• Projects, Plans & Methods Time's Up - lecture; Berlin (DE), Jul 07
• The Hub - Workshop; Berlin (DE), Jul 07
• Interface Open - Workshop, Sensoric - In&Output; Berlin (DE), Jul 07
• S.P.I.E.L.E.N - Interactive Installation, MIM and Adventurous Playground; Berlin (DE), Jun / Jul 07
• „Pure Research“ - Workshop, Art University Linz; Linz (AT), May 07
• Electronics for making things go bang - Workshop; Linz (AT), Apr 07
• SonicPong - Exhibition Pong Mythos; Frankfurt (DE), Nov-Jan 07

2006

• Perth SIGGRAPH - Invited lecture; Perth (AUS); Dec 06
• CGI2006 - Lecture; Perth (AUS); Dec 06
• Dorkbot - Lecture; Sydney (AUS); Nov 06
• ENGAGE 06 - Keynote lecture; Sydney (AUS); Nov 06
• „Virtual or Physical“ - Invited lecture, Medien Kunst Labor; Graz (AT); Nov 06
• Würdigungpreis der Stadt Linz; Nov 06
• SonicPong - ExhibitionPong Mythos; Frankfurt (GER); Nov 2006 - Jan 2007
• ASTRON - Interactive Installation, HAPI; Ljubljana (SLO); Oct 06
• BodySpin - Interactive Installation; Impulse Next Generation, IS 06; Linz (AT); Oct 06
• BodySpin - Videoinstallation; Sensi Sotto Sopro; Rom (IT); Sep-Oct 06
• SonicPong - Games Convention, Leipzig (GER); Aug 06
• ASTRON - Public Experiment, Linz (AT), Jul 06
• BodySPIN - CrashTestDummy, Interactive Installation; Ljubljana (SLO), Jun 06
• Ein Schiff am Himmel - Symposium about the Danube and the dreams; Linz (AT), Jun 06
• Them Damn Robots - It's Alive!; Workshop Art University Linz; Linz (AT), Jun 06
• BodySPIN on Video - Videoinstallation; Shanghai (China), May 06
• BodySPIN - CrashTestDummy, Interactive Installation; Budapest (H), May 06
• TRG - Book Release, Linz (AT), May 06
• BodySPIN Bon Voyage, Public Experiment; Linz (AT), Apr 06
• Sensory Circus, Interactive Installation; AV Festival, Middlesborough (UK), Mar 06
• Sonic Pong - Exhibition Pong Myths; Stuttgart (GER), Feb 06

2005
• RealWorldData Workshop, Vienna (AT), Oct 05
• Cavity Resonator, Piksel-Festival; Bergen (NOR) Oct 05
• Living industrial Heritage, Lecture/Symposion, Prag (CZ); Sep 05
• Fragments of Sensory Circus, OutinOpenFestival Zagreb, (HR); Sep 05
• SwingOUT, Public Experiment, Linz (AT); Aug 05
• punkrock changed our life, event, Linz (AT); Jul 05
• F.A.R.O - event; Linz (AT); Jun 05
• come on down into the engine room., event, Linz (AT); Jun 05
• Transient Reality Generators, Symposium & Performance, Nadine, Brussels (AT), May 05
• Space and Perception - Symposium on Mixed Reality, RIXC Media Space, Riga; Latvia, May 05
• Data Ecologie II - simulated physics, Linz (AT), May 05
• ‘It dont mean a thing, if it aint got that Swing’, - interactive Installation, KIBLA, Maribor (SLO), Apr 05
• Sensory Circus - Interactive Installation, Presentation EXIT, Creteil (FR) Apr 05
• Sensory Circus - Interactive Installation, Presentation VIA, Maubeuge (FR) Mar 05

2004
• Fitness ForEVER - Interactive Installation, Presentation ICI, Paris (FR), Dec 04
• BarBot - Installation Sensory Circus, Presentation DEAF, (NL) Nov 04
• Sensory Circus - Interactive Installation, Presentation Ars Electronica, Linz (AT) Sep 04
• Cavity Resonator - public experiment, Linz (AT), Aug 04
• Time’s Up all together - Videopresentationen, VIBIC - Zürich (CH), Aug 04
• Reality Shift - public experiment, Linz (AT), Jul 04
• Anchortronic DVD - Presentation Festival „Shake the Limits“ Sofia (RU), Jun 04
• realtime connected - Workshop University for Applied Art, Vienna (AT), Mar 04
• BodySPIN - Cinema de Future Exhibition, Lille (FR), Dec 03 - Mar 04
• BarBOT - Presentation Barbot, Vienna (AT), Feb 04

2003
• Interactivity for Dummies Workshop, Arts Center, Hongkong (CN), Oct 02
• PartyBOT, Robóxotica, Vienna (AT), Nov 03
• Becoming Digital - Time’s Up Presentation, MaMa, Zagreb (HR), Oct 03
• Human-Machines & more, MediaSpace-Festival, Stuttgart (DE), Oct 03
• Digital Emmy - Automata 2003 conference, Leuven (BE), Sep 03
• Informatica Feminale - Lecture, Universität Bremen (DE), Aug 03
• Lightning District - No Concept Festival, Stralsund (DE), Aug 03
• DorkBOT #2 - vvvv.meso.net, Linz (AT), Apr 03
• Sensory Circus - Fragments, public experiment, Linz (AT), Jun 03
• DorkBOT #1 - Lloopp, Linz (AT), Apr 03
• Decompression Symposium - final-presentation TxOOM, Brussels (BE), Apr 03
• Anchortronic-DVD - Presentation, Festival „HiriMusikKaK“, San Sebastian (ES), Mar 03
• Anchortronic-DVD - Presentation, Festival „Play & Plug“, London (GB), Mar 03
• Data Ecology Workshop - Symposium, Linz (AT), Apr 03
• A Balanced Act - Interactive Installation, Maribor (SLO), Feb/Mar 03
• Haptic Interfaces - Workshop, Karlsruhe (DE), Jan 03.

2002
• Anchortronic - DVD Release Party, KAPU, Linz (AT), Dec 02
• Sonic Pong - Interactive Installation, Microwave Festival, Hongkong (CN), Nov 02
• Realtime processing, Workshop, Videotage, Hongkong (CN), Oct 02
• Anchortronic - DVD Presentation, „Steirischer Herbst“ Graz (AT), Oct 02
• Generative Media Systems - Workshop, Linz (AT), Sep 02
• Sonic Pong - Playground Festival, Stralsund (DE), Aug 02
• txOom process lab - Workshop, Interactive Institute, Visby (SE), Aug 02
• TransCodeExpress TCE - Streaming Media, OK Linz (AT + Internet), Jun 02
• Inspire through Transpire - circular interactive digital Installation, Linz (AT), May/Jun 02
• BodySpin - Interactive Installation, EXIT Festival, Maison des Arts Créteil, Paris (FR), Mar/Apr 02.
• BodySpin - VIA Festival, Le Manège, Maubeuge (FR) Mar 02
• Time Maze - public experiment - Interface SPIN, Linz (AT), Jan 02

2001
• Anchortronincl-DVD Presentation Linz (AT), Dec 01
• Why Festivals - panel discussion, Ether Festival in Perth (AU), Dec 01
• BodySpin - Interactive Installation, Linz (AT), Dec 01
• Exploring Spaces - public experiment, Linz (AT), Nov 01
• Body Motion - control Body - Lecture, V2 - wiretap, Rotterdam (NL), Nov 01
• Anchortronincl Net Loop, collaborative Audio und Video composition (AT, AU, US + Internet), Oct 01
• Living in Mixed Reality, lecture, CAST 01, Bonn (DE), Sep 01
• Automated Data - lecture, Porquerelles (FR), Sep 01
• Acoustic Space Lab - Internet Collaboration - open source sampling in Irbene (LV), Aug 01
• Closing the Loop q_#3, KAPU Linz (AT), Aug 01
• CTL01 Workshop, Lugar Comum, Lissabon (PT), Jun/Jul 01
• Sonic Pong - Interactive Installation, Biennale de Lyon d’Art Contemporain Lyon (FR), Jun - Sep 01
• DUST2005 - collaborative Online Audio Performance, (AT, AU, US + Internet) May 01
• BodySpin - Interactive Installation, Duisburger Akzente Festival (DE), May 01
• Do it yourself - editing video-patterns via Internet, V.Stream 21, Linz (AT), Apr 01
• Anchortronincl goes west - collaborative audio workshop, Chicago (US), Apr 01
• BodySpin - lecture, Transmediale 01, Berlin (DE), Feb 01

2000
• Sonic Pong - Interactive Installation, 80/81, Torino (IT), Dec 00
• Transient III - Sound & Gameplay worldwide, (US, AU, EU), Nov 00
• Dynamics in initiatives - lecture, Designskole, Kolding (DK), Oct 00
• Transient II - network-performance during net.congestion Festival, Amsterdam (NL, AU, AT, US) Oct 00
• BodySpin - Interactive Installation, Ars Electronica Festival, Linz (AT), Sep 00
• DUST - network-performance, Frameries (BE) und Linz (AT), May 00
• HyperFitnessStudio - Interactive Installation, Frameries (BE) Apr-Aug 00
• HyperFitnessStudio - Maison des Arts Créteil, Paris (FR), Mar 00
• A veritable Pong Sonique - Interactive Installation, Biomachines, Adelaide (AU), Mar 00
• Internet widens Distances - public Closing The Loop 00 Event, Adelaide/Linz (AU/AT) Feb 00
• CTL Workshop - laboratory for sound-networking-gameplay, MRC, Adelaide (AU), Jan/Feb 00
• Sonic Pong - Nantes (FR), New Year 99/00

1997-99
• VELO - Interactive Installation/public intervention, Hanoi (VN), Mar 99
• Hypercompetition for Beginners - Interactive Installation, in „The Performance Space“, Sydney (AU), Mar 99
• Hypercompetition - V2_Organisatie!, Rotterdam (NL), Sep 98
• Sports Bar, Robotronika Festival, Vienna (AT), Jun 98
• An Evening Spent in a Hypercompetitive State of Mind - Spiel.Art Festival, Munich (DE), Oct 97
• An Evening Spent in a Hypercompetitive State of Mind - Ars Electronica Festival, Linz (AT), Sep 97
• Hypercompetition - VIA Festival Maubeuge (FR), Jun 97
• Hyperfitness - EXIT Festival, Paris (FR), Mar 97